
THE HOUSE of HARRY WINSTON introduces a
CAPSULE COLLECTION of DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RINGS

BRIDAL COUTURE

Inspired by the extraordinary intricacies and elements 
of a bespoke wedding gown. Entitled Bridal Couture, 
the collection consists of eight unique designs that 
celebrate the beautiful artistry behind the great bridal 
ateliers of the world. Beyond the ring, one of the most 
prolific symbols of a wedding is the gown – an exqui-
site custom design that speaks to the individual beauty 
of its wearer.

From conception to completion, the creation of a  
couture wedding gown perfectly mirrors the creation  
of a one-of-a-kind Winston engagement ring.

It starts with a dream and ends with something so  
exquisite and rare. An original hand drawn design 
sketch inspires the selection of only the finest  
materials, and culminates with an exquisite level of 
craftsmanship, where each and every detail is executed 
with the utmost level of precision. Honoring the  
magnificent design process behind these two arts,  
the new Bridal Couture Collection highlights various 
diamond cuts and complements the signature elements 
of a bride’s wedding day ensemble.

Recalling the exquisite corset lacing of a couture gown, a pear-shaped diamond center stone is ele-
gantly draped between two interlacing diamond ribbons. A symbol of two souls becoming one, this 
modern setting highlights the beauty of the tear-drop silhouette and perfectly accents a modern day 
bride.



Flanked with a cluster of  
marquise and pear-shaped  
diamonds, an emerald-cut  
diamond ring recreates the  
delicate open-weave fabric  
of a romantic Chantilly lace.

One of the most traditional 
symbols of a wedding is the 
love knot motif – representing 
a couple’s unbreakable bond 
and eternal connection.  
In this one-of-a-kind setting,  
a cushion-cut center stone  
is given prominence by round 
brilliant diamonds that  
are expertly set into a love 
knot motif.



Surrounded by a double halo  
of round brilliant and, pear-and 
marquise-shaped diamonds, 
a round brilliant engagement 
ring mimics the beautiful crystal  
embellishments and adorments 
sewn into a wedding gown.

The always romantic bow 
is reimagined with an oval-
shaped ring that celebrates  
the ultra-feminine motif in 
a platinum setting.



Influenced by the elaborate em-
broidery on Chantilly lace veils,  
a round center stone is set between 
two overlapping ribbons of mixed-
cut diamonds. Mimicking the  
fabric’s fluid movement, each 
line of diamonds gracefully wraps 
around the platinum band. 

Once lifted, the veil frames a 
bride’s face, revealing to her 
beloved all the joy and love 
she feels, for the very first 
time. Evoking this magical 
moment, an impressive em-
erald-cut diamond is nestled 
in a halo of diamonds with 
baguette diamond accents to 
emphasize the natural beauty 
of the center stone. 

If the gown is a work of art, then the wedding veil is the final brushstroke that completes the master-
piece. Whether traditional or modern, the veil is a significant adornment that represents a bride’s  
pure love. Like a couture gown, each veil is specially made for its wearer with designs as intricate,  
as they are delicate. Taking inspiration from this meaningful headpiece, the House of Harry Winston 
used its technical expertise to create two new rings inspired by the movement and artistry of a veil. 
Classic yet unexpected, each design features various diamond cuts to create a piece as remarkable  
as your romance. 



A tribute to the more avant-garde styles with asymmetrical hemlines, two marquise-shaped diamonds, 
of approximately the same carat weight, rest side-by-side on a diamond and platinum band.

With a ring for every style and for every bride, the Bridal Couture Collection continues to uphold
Mr. Harry Winston’s belief that life’s most meaningful moments should be marked with exquisite 
jewels and furthers the House’s commitment to quality and craftsmanship at the highest level.

Harry Winston’s Bridal Couture Collection will be available at select Harry Winston salons worldwide.


